Spring 2012 Honors Highlights

- Ami Fazchas is Assistant Director and Co-Producer for the HCC full stage play *Reasons to be Pretty* by Neil Labute.
- Congratulations to Ami Fazchas for being accepted into Columbia University.
- Sundus Alsharif has prevailed through a competitive process to be Hillsborough Community College's 2012 Commencement speaker on May 4, 2012.
- Qasem Varzideh was accepted into Georgia Technical Institute, North Carolina State University, and the University of Michigan.
- Ramiro Armijo was accepted into the Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine School of Pharmacy in Erie, Pennsylvania.
- Robert Dox was accepted into the University of South Florida.
- Rebecca Schnabel was accepted into St. Edwards University in Austin, TX.
- Julia Rich was accepted into the University of South Florida.
- Karina Philaphandeth was accepted into the University of South Florida.
- Kevin Mangal was accepted into the University of South Florida.
- Brittany Dixon was accepted into Roanoke College and the University of Kansas.
- Michelle Campbell was accepted into the University of South Florida.
- Colleen Beran was an Honorable Mention in the ENC 1101 2011 Beatrice Kunda Writing Contest for her piece titled, "America's National Parks."
- Miriam Saifee was an Honorable Mention in the ENC 1102 2011 Beatrice Kunda Writing Contest for her piece titled, "Eye' Stands for INsanity."
- Shawn Kelley won second place in the ENC 1102 2011 Beatrice Kunda Writing Contest for his piece titled, "Jesus was an Argentine Medical Student."
- James Streeter won first place in the ENC 1101 2011 Beatrice Kunda Writing Contest for his piece titled, "Poverty: A State of Mind."
- Congratulations to Devante Robinson for becoming a finalist in the WEDU Mason Dixon Be More Awards.
- Congratulations to Shawn Kelley for presenting at the Florida Resident Assistant Seminar, February 10-12, 2012. His presentation is called "RA the Explorer: Helping Residents Navigate the Local Area."

Fall 2011 Honors Highlights

- Check out the play called *365 Days/365 Plays* which features current Honors student, Ami Fazchas. She is featured in three roles: The Fresh One, Regular Jane, and The Great Poetess.
- Congratulations to Mariam Saifee for receiving the NSCS Merit Scholarship: a honors only awarded to fifty-two students and worth $1,000.
- Director, Senior Staff Assistant, Qasem Varzideh, Ada Sulbaran, Cristian Perez, and Fatema Rahman attend the National Collegiate Honors Council Conference in Phoenix, Arizona October 18-23, 2011.
- Congratulations to current student, Kenneth Rosario-Gonzalez, for winning a free IPad 2 from NSCS.
- Congratulations to recent graduate, Sonia Razagyar, for receiving the NSCS Transition Scholarship: a honor only awarded to two students and worth $2,500.
- Congratulations to Klenton Perry for receiving the NSCS 2011 Outstanding Scholar Award.
- Congratulations to Kenny Rosario-Gonzalez for receiving the NSCS 2011 Chapter Officer Award Scholarship.